**Choose the Word**

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentences and write the words with the correct meaning and spelling to fit in the blanks.

1. A ____________ is found under a house and also called a basement.
   - collar
   - cellar
   - cillar
   - caller

2. Apple ______________ is a bit like apple juice.
   - cinder
   - cedar
   - cider
   - sider

3. Neela is dressing up in a ______________ costume for the party.
   - fancy
   - fancie
   - fance
   - fanci

4. Mick had to ______________ his doctor’s appointment because of the soccer game.
   - cansel
   - counsel
   - concert
   - cancel

5. We had to make sure the boat didn’t hit any logs floating on the ______________ of the water.
   - curface
   - surfase
   - surface
   - cerfase

**Parent Directions:** Have your child circle the letters that stand for the /s/ sound as in the words *see* and *ice*.

6. message
7. circle
8. office
9. concert
10. cyclone
11. cancel